Notification to ITB

ITB-UNDP-PETRA-92267-004-2020

Procurement of Works: Construction of Two Landfills and Supporting Facilities in Central Sulawesi

Notification:

We would like to inform you that participating bidders, especially those who are based in Indonesia, are required to insert the sub total prices in the ATLAS e-Tendering converted into USD using the exchange rate: USD 1 = IDR 14,625 (UN ORE per September 2020). This is due to a restriction in ATLAS e-Tendering system in terms of maximum digits in the unit price field. System does not accept more than 10 digits in the bid price field which means that the highest price system would accept would be 9999999999. Therefore, the bid prices in the line items are set in USD, in order to avoid higher bid prices in bigger digit numbers than what the system allows and to avoid any errors during bid submission.

Please note that you can keep the prices in price schedule form and bid submission form in IDR, but you need to convert it into USD when entering the sub totals into the ATLAS e-Tendering system. Make sure the calculation/conversion is accurate. In case of discrepancies the unit prices and calculations in the price schedule will prevail as per the instructions in the tender document.